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OVERNIGHT                          21/2/18 

 

Its quite normal for bond yields to rise ahead of auctions, as traders short existing paper in order 

to drive yields higher,so that they can them cheaper  in the auction, squaring positions 

profitably,especially considering the massive supply this time around . (bill and bond auctions  

will total $258 billion this week.) 

 

When MM was a bond salesman in 1981, the auction amounts were a fraction of today’s and at 

juicy yields of 14% plus ! 

 

Ex From the New York Times….. 8
th

 August 1981 

 

“The Treasury completed an extraordinary week of financing yesterday with the sale of $4.5 

billion of one-year bills at a near-record interest rate of 14.54 percent.” 

 

Now the Govt can raise $258bn in 1 week ,when in 1981,we were concerned how they were 

going to raise $30 bn in the 4
th

 QUARTER ! 

 

In 30 years time, they will probably be raising $ 1 tril  a week,but MM won’t be around to see 

that cycle. 

 

///////////////////////////////// 

 

Bloomberg --  

U.S. stocks halted a six-day rally as disappointing results from Walmart Inc. weighed on major 

indexes as the dollar pushed higher. Treasuries fell amid a heavy slate of U.S. debt issuance, with 

short-end auctions drawing some of the highest yields in almost a decade. 

The S&P 500 Index slipped below its average price for the past 50 days. Walmart sank the most 

since 1988, while a rally in chipmakers boosted the Nasdaq 100 Index. The Treasury’s auctions 

of two-year notes and three- and six-month bills went off at rates unseen since 2008, while the 

10-year rate was up to 2.89 percent. The greenback gained versus major peers. 

The U.S. Treasury on Tuesday sold $179 billion of securities as it works to rebuild its cash 

balance. Surging rates catalyzed one of the steepest equity selloffs in years two weeks ago. 

While investors seem to have adjusted to 10-year rates at a four-year high, the deluge of supply 

could push yields higher, weakening the case for owning stocks at elevated valuations. 

While speculators are turning bearish, money managers are looking at the highest U.S. yields in 

years as a buying opportunity in a world where shorter-term Japanese and German notes still 

carry negative yields. Investors will also get to parse minutes this week from the most recent 

meetings of both the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank. 
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The U.S. stock market only had a taste of the potential damage from higher bond yields, with the 

biggest test yet to come, according to Morgan Stanley. “Appetizer, not the main course,” is how 

the bank’s strategists described the correction of late January to early February. 

In Europe, the Stoxx 600 index edged higher after a pullback in equities emerged in Asia 

following several days of increases. Benchmarks in Japan and South Korea slid more than 1 

percent. The yen weakened. Elsewhere, WTI oil traded in New York climbed above $62 a barrel 

for the first time in more than a week. Bitcoin broke above $11,500, almost double its intraday 

low from just two weeks ago. 

Here are some key events scheduled for this week: 

 The Federal Reserve will release minutes on Wednesday of its Jan. 30-31 meeting, Janet 

Yellen’s last as chair, where officials kept the rate unchanged. 

 Fed policy makers speaking this week include New York Fed President William Dudley 

and Atlanta Fed President Raphael Bostic. Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester is 

among speakers at the U.S. Monetary Policy Forum in New York City.  

 Companies announcing earnings this week include Glencore, Woolworths, Barclays and 

Royal Bank of Scotland. 

 Chinese markets reopen on Thursday after holidays. 

Stocks 

 The S&P 500 fell 0.6 percent as of 4 p.m. in New York. 

 Walmart sank 10 percent and Home Depot was little changed after its results. 

 The Nasdaq Composite Index added 0.2 percent. 

 The Stoxx Europe 600 Index rose 0.6 percent. 

 The MSCI Asia Pacific Index sank 0.8 percent, the first drop in more than a week. 

 The MSCI Emerging Market Index declined 0.5 percent, the biggest decline in more than 

a week. 

Currencies 

 The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index increased 0.6 percent to the highest in a week. 

 The euro sank 0.6 percent to $1.2337, the lowest in more than a week. 

 The Japanese yen sank 0.6 percent to 107.262 per dollar. 

 South Africa’s rand dipped 0.7 percent to 11.753 per dollar. 

 The MSCI Emerging Markets Currency Index decreased 0.3 percent. 

Bonds 

 The yield on 10-year Treasuries increased one basis point to 2.89 percent. 

 The 2-year yield rose three basis points to 2.22 percent, the highest since 2008. 
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SAY GOODBYE TO THE RISK-ON/RISK-OFF TRADING MODEL:  

 

We may be entering a period when they rise and fall in unison. 

By Jim Bianco  (Bloomberg Prophets) --  

The post-crisis era has been dominated by a risk-on/risk-off trading environment where risk 

assets such as stocks and safe assets such as bonds move in opposite directions. That may no 

longer be true. 

Some have dismissed the recent spike in volatility as an isolated derivatives debacle rather than a 

regime shift in trading patterns. Yet, these gyrations are the results of rising inflation fears that 

are fueling concern that central banks may exit the markets sooner than anticipated.  

The chart below shows the S&P 500 in blue and 10-year yields in red. 

 The green line in the bottom panel is a rolling five-year correlation of the weekly change in the 

price of stocks and bonds. 

 From 1954 to 1966 and since 2001, the rolling five-year correlation between stock and bond 

prices was negative.  

These periods were dominated by a deflationary mindset. Stock and bond prices moved in 

opposite directions. 

 Deflation fears depressed yields (boosted bond prices) and pressured stocks lower.  

When deflation fears dissipated, yields rose and stocks rallied. Wall Street refers to this as risk-

on/risk-off. 

The shaded area highlights the period from 1966 to late 2001 when stock and bond prices were 

positively correlated.  

That was when inflation was a primary concern in financial markets.  

If inflation was deemed too high, bond yields rose while stocks prices fell.  

Whenever inflation subsided, bond yields fell along with stocks. 
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Although the correlation between stocks and bonds is currently minus 32 percent, there is reason 

to believe this relationship is changing back to an inflationary mindset, marking the 

demise of the risk-on/risk-off trade. 

 Consider the scatter graph below, which shows the 15-day percentage change of the total return 

of the S&P 500 (x-axis) and the total return of the 10-year (y-axis).  

The chart covers the period since the end of the recession on June 30, 2009. 

The red circles, which denote the plots since the stock market peak on Jan. 26, 2018, show how 

unusual trading has been over the last 15 days.  

Stocks and bonds have not declined in unison like this since the dysfunctional days of the global 

financial crisis in late 2008.  

Something has bothered the market so much that it has changed trading patterns for the first time 

in a decade. 
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We believe the catalyst is inflationary fears, which are on the rise because of strong growth, low 

unemployment and small business optimism. As the chart below shows, U.S. 10-year inflation 

breakeven rates are trading near a four-year high. 
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The next chart shows the wages and prices paid forecasts from an aggregate of the regional Fed 

surveys. They are shown as z-scores, which indicate the number of standard deviations they are 

above or below their average. Both point to a level of inflation not seen during the post-crisis era. 

 

The last chart provides composites of economic data (blue), manufacturing sentiment (peach), 

and small business sentiment (red) since 1994. Tax cuts, regulation cuts and fiscal stimulus have 

pushed these measures to levels not seen in decades. 
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The markets have responded to these signs of inflation by altering the relationship between 

stocks and bonds.  

ED: hence the need to get the Inflation vs Deflation decision correct. 

Carefully crafted trading strategies built on the risk-on/risk-off mantra, which specifically 

assumes both stocks and bonds won't decline together, have suffered as a result. 

If inflation concerns continue to linger, we may be entering a period where both types of assets 

move in unison. 

 Those who were around in the 1970s will remember this well, but many will have a difficult 

time adapting to such a regime change. 

Will the return of INFLATION (if it does) lead to another bull cycle in COMMODITIES? 

 

Like we saw between 1971 and 1980  and 2001 to 2010. 

 

In theory,we should be in a Bear Cycle ,as we saw between 1980 and 2000, but the correction in 

Commodities has been steeper this time around, (rather than sideways and longer) so the time in 

its Bear cycle might also be shorter. 

 

See the next article on why Commodities are a BUY. 

 

But the structural impediments of ageing populations in the US,China and most of the West 

would suggest weak  aggregate demand for global GDP and hence poor outlook for 

commodities. 
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5 REASONS WHY COMMODITIES ARE THE PLACE TO BE IN 2018 

 

Richard Mills,Financial Sense 

The stock market pullback of the last couple of weeks has shown that markets are jittery, and 

will likely be volatile for a while as investors keep a vigil on rising bond yields (inflation) and 

potential interest rate hikes. In these uncertain times, one sector that appears to be holding its 

own, and then some, is commodities. Let’s examine why this is the case, and why commodities 

are going to be THE place to put your money in 2018. 

The Correction 

The stock market correction (let’s not call it a crash) that suddenly saw everyone’s trading apps 

turn red on Monday, Feb. 5 shocked investors. The S&P 500 was off 4.1% at 2,648 - the worst 

fall in 6.5 years. The rot spread to Asian stock markets the next day, with Japan’s Topix index 

falling 6.3%, South Korea’s Kospi losing 2.6%, and Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 down by 3.7%. 

Predictably, equity investors swiftly moved their holdings into safe havens - bonds, the 

dollar, and gold - with all flights to safety pointing up on the 5th. The yield on the 10-year US 

Treasury bill hit 2.88%, the US dollar rose against competing currencies, and gold defied its 

usual trend of moving in the opposite direction of the dollar by gaining six-tenths of a percent to 

$1,345 an ounce. 

The correction was generally blamed on inflation fears and worries about the world’s central 

banks raising interest rates, which would make stocks a less attractive investment than income-

bearing instruments like bonds. Algorithmic trading is also said to have played a role. 

Adam Hamilton of Zeal Intelligence offered a better dissection, noting that the S&P 500’s near 

9-year stock bull represented an increase of 324%. The index at the end of January was sporting 

a price to earnings ratio of 31.8X, where the historical fair value is 14X and bubble territory is 

28X. The writing on the wall for a major selloff appeared on Friday the 2nd with the US jobs 

report. 

“Average hourly earnings beat expectations by climbing 2.9% year-over-year, the hottest read on 

wage inflation since June 2009. That triggered inflation fears with the 10-year Treasury yield 

already at 2.78%,” Hamilton wrote. 

Few think that the correction will echo something like the 1987 Black Monday 22.6% plunge 

which turned the then-bull market into a bear. There have been 11 under-20% corrections since 

1976. US GDP is targeted to grow at 2.5% and unemployment is down to 4.1%, showing health 

in the US economy and likely, continued confidence in US stocks. 

 

https://www.financialsense.com/contributors/richard-mills
http://www.mining.com/monday-massacre-gold-price-rises-stocks-crater/
http://www.mining.com/monday-massacre-gold-price-rises-stocks-crater/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/stock-market-lessons-of-black-monday-by-barry-eichengreen-2018-02
http://www.mining.com/web/stock-selling-unleashed/
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Commodities Strong 

At the end of 2017 the Bloomberg Commodity Index, which measures returns on 22 raw 

materials, had the longest rally on record dating back 27 years to 1991. The index was propelled 

by major yearly gains in copper, which had its best month in 30 years in December, oil, which 

moved above $60 a barrel for the first time in over two years, and gold, up for the second year in 

a row, by 12.5% in 2017. 

The roll continued into the New Year, with the index hitting a three-year high on Jan. 5 due to 

what the Financial Times described as the global economy’s best period of growth (measured in 

manufacturing activity) since the 2008 financial crisis. The FT named oil’s move above $68 and 

into backwardation (where spot prices are higher than oil futures contracts), zinc vaulting to a 

10-year high, and thermal coal trading above $100 a tonne, as examples of commodities strength. 

I think that we are entering a secular bull market in commodities - one that could last for several 

years if not the decade-plus commodities supercycle that lasted roughly from 2000 to 2014, and 

I’m offering five reasons why. 

1.Inflation 

The fear of inflation was a major determinant of the Feb. 5 stock market pullback and it’s easy to 

see why. With expectations of wage inflation from the Feb 2 jobs report, bond market 

participants saw a strong possibility of their investments being eroded by inflation when their 

Treasury bills reach maturity. This caused a selloff in T-bonds, which caused prices to fall and 

yields to rise. Inflation is a bond’s worst enemy because it erodes the purchasing power of a 

bond’s future payout. The higher the rate of inflation, or expectation of inflation, the more yields 

rise because bond investors demand higher yields to be compensated for inflation risk. 

Commodities can be the beneficiary of higher bond yields especially if long-term interest rates 

rise. Bloomberg columnist Shelley Goldberg points out that the US 10-year Treasury yield is one 

of the best metrics for determining the direction of commodity prices: 

Should long-term rates rise enough that inflation becomes a concern, investors will turn to 

commodities like gold and crude oil as havens. In addition, governments of heavy commodity-

importing nations may hoard inventory as they did in 2008, severely driving up prices of 

commodities such as wheat and copper. And portfolio managers will turn to commodities as a 

way to diversify as they sell equities, which tend to suffer in high-interest rate environments as 

borrowing costs for businesses rise. 

 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-12-29/commodities-ending-2017-with-a-bang-in-longest-rally-on-record
https://www.ft.com/content/cb0f7d96-f22b-11e7-ac08-07c3086a2625
https://www.ft.com/content/cb0f7d96-f22b-11e7-ac08-07c3086a2625
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2000s_commodities_boom
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/bonds/09/bond-market-interest-rates.asp
http://www.mining.com/web/ten-year-yields-point-higher-commodities-shelley-goldberg/
http://www.mining.com/web/ten-year-yields-point-higher-commodities-shelley-goldberg/
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The chart below shows the correlation between the 10-year Treasury and the Bloomberg 

Commodity Index over the past year. 

 

An even more interesting chart to look at is the historical 10-year yield. It shows that yields have 

been dropping for the last 36 years! 

 

Not since 1988 have yields risen and that is exactly what is happening right now. With yields at 

under 3% for at least the last seven years, according to the chart, investors kept piling into bonds, 

thinking they could never lose out to inflation. Now that is starting to change, with the 10-year 

rate clicking up past 2.7%, reversing a 36-year trend. 

https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/02-10yr-ust-vs-bloomberg-commodity-index.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/02-10yr-ust-vs-bloomberg-commodity-index.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/03-peak-bonds.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/03-peak-bonds.png
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“This is the largest technical change that many will probably see in their lifetime,” Financial 

Sense quoted Craig Johnson from investment bank Piper Jaffray. “Ultimately, we’re likely 

looking at the return of inflation and the need for inflation-related strategies coming out of this, 

which is where investors should be placing their attention.” Higher CPI numbers may force the 

Federal Reserve to pick up the pace of interest rate hikes this year - which are likely to affect the 

markets in a negative way. 

The evidence shows that inflation is rising, faster than anyone expected. A Labor Department 

report on Wednesday revealed the consumer price index rose 0.5% from last month, higher than 

the anticipated 0.3%. The CPI increased 2.1% year on year in January, more than the 1.9% rise 

expected by economists, and the most since January 2014. One alarming statistic was a 1.7% 

monthly rise in apparel prices, which is the biggest jump since 1990. 

While CPI is up 43% since 2000, a seemingly modest annual increase over 18 years, a deeper 

dive shows that number is misleading. The biggest monthly expense for most Americans is their 

rent or mortgage payment, but the CPI doesn’t calculate housing expenses that way; rather it 

looks at a home via rental market value. If the CPI was broken down by real expenses, as in the 

chart below, it would show housing costs have risen by over 60% since 2000, medical care is up 

by more than 80%, and college tuition has increased by 160% over the past nearly two decades. 

 

https://www.financialsense.com/fs-staff/paradigm-shift-ahead-36-year-bond-bull-may-be-about-break
https://www.financialsense.com/fs-staff/paradigm-shift-ahead-36-year-bond-bull-may-be-about-break
http://markets.businessinsider.com/news/bonds/yields-spike-after-cpi-tops-estimates-2018-2-1015767117
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-14/u-s-consumer-prices-rise-more-than-forecast-on-apparel-costs
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-14/u-s-consumer-prices-rise-more-than-forecast-on-apparel-costs
http://www.mybudget360.com/you-have-been-lied-to-about-inflation-and-here-is-the-proof-2000-to-2018/
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/04-cpi.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/04-cpi.png
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2.Weak US dollar 

Commodities are priced in US dollars, so there is a strong correlation between the strength of the 

dollar and commodities. As the dollar barrelled along during the mining bear market 2012 to 

2016, commodity prices slumped. Now the inverse is true, with the prices of copper, iron ore, 

gold, and other metals rising partly due to USD weakness (supply and demand factors obviously 

play a huge role too). 

That’s because countries that hold other, weaker currencies need to buy commodities using 

dollars, so when the dollar is strong, their ability to buy commodities goes down (it takes more 

units of their currency to buy one dollar), and therefore, commodity prices suffer. 

Why has the dollar weakened? There are principally two reasons. The first is that the USD has 

dropped in relation to other competing currencies, such as the euro, the pound and the yen. For 

example, better economic performance from the Eurozone, combined with the European Central 

Bank eyeing an end to its stimulus program, has pushed the euro from $1.06 a year ago to $1.24 

on Thursday. The Bank of Japan recently trimmed its purchase of Japanese bonds by about 

$20B, with the yen also gaining against the dollar. One Japanese yen a year ago was worth 

US$.0083, is now at $.00939. 

 

https://www.thebalance.com/how-the-dollar-impacts-commodity-prices-809294
https://www.thebalance.com/how-the-dollar-impacts-commodity-prices-809294
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-40853840
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-40853840
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/05-eur-usd.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/05-eur-usd.png
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The US dollar index, which tracks the dollar against six major global currencies, has dropped 

13% over a year. 

 

The second reason is inflation. Because, as proven above, we have rising inflation, the value of 

the dollar is diminished. For example, if your wages rise 4%, but inflation is running at 6%, you 

actually lose 2% of your purchasing power, meaning it takes more dollars to pay your expenses. 

There are other reasons too for a weaker US dollar. Last month I wrote about how the Chinese 

are threatening to stop buying US Treasuries, of which they hold $1.3 trillion, the most of any 

country. Just the suggestion this could happen spiked the 10-year Treasury yield and sunk the 

value of the dollar. Uncertainty about US trade relationships - like pulling out of the Trans-

Pacific Partnership and threats to quash NAFTA - have also weighed on the greenback. 

This hasn’t been helped by recent comments from Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin, who said 

at the World Economic Forum in Davos that a weaker dollar helps the US economy. President 

Trump has gone back and forth on the issue, saying that he favors a strong dollar but also 

expressing concerns about the dollar being too strong.  

https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/06-jpy-usd.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/06-jpy-usd.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/07-usd.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/07-usd.png
http://aheadoftheherd.com/Newsletter/2018/Bond-market-bear-creating-gold-bull.htm
http://aheadoftheherd.com/Newsletter/2018/Bond-market-bear-creating-gold-bull.htm
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/01/24/a-weaker-dollar-is-good-for-the-us-treasury-secretary-mnuchin-says.html
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The inconsistency is understandable because while a strong dollar reflects a robust US economy, 

a lower dollar is good for manufacturing and mining because it makes exports cheaper - both 

finished goods and raw materials - and imports more expensive. 

3.Strong Economic Growth 

The commodities complex is heavily dependent on economic growth to provide steady demand 

for everything from wheat and soybeans to copper and oil. During the commodities boom of the 

2000s, much of that demand came from China, the largest consumer of mined commodities, 

whose economy was growing at double digits. The fall in Chinese economic growth was a big 

factor in producing the bear market of 2012-16. But there are signs that growth is back, and with 

it, the mining supercycle that many believed was dead. 

According to the World Bank global growth is expected to reach 3.1% this year, “after a much 

stronger-than-expected 2017, as the recovery in investment, manufacturing, and trade continues, 

and as commodity-exporting developing economies benefit from firming commodity prices.” 

The Bank added it’s the first year since the financial crisis that the global economy will operate 

at or near capacity. Emerging markets will see the lion’s share of growth, 4.5%, while advanced 

economies including the US, Japan, and the EU will grow at 2.2%. 

PwC is more bullish, predicting the global economy will add $5 trillion in output in 2018, with 

the US, emerging Asia, and the Eurozone contributing almost 70% of economic growth this year. 

In the EU, the Netherlands will grow most at 2.5%. China is expected to grow between 6 and 

7%. India, Ghana, Ethiopia and the Philippines will grow more than China, and eight of the 10 

fastest-growing countries this year are likely to be in Africa, according to PwC. 

What does this mean for commodities? PwC predicts 2018 to be the most energy-hungry year on 

record, double that of 1980, with China and India expected to consume a third of almost 600 

quadrillion BTUs. 

MINING.com recently reported that the LME index of base metals has climbed to the highest 

since 2014, with copper - a bellwether for economic growth - gaining two-thirds from its January 

lows. 

In the same article two analysts from Goldman Sachs are quoted saying that “rising commodity 

prices will create a virtuous circle, improving the balance sheets of producers and lenders, and 

expanding credit in emerging markets that will, in turn, reinforce global economic growth.” “The 

environment for investing in commodities is the best since 2004-2008,” they wrote in a research 

note. 

The New York-based investment bank is most bullish on copper, iron ore and metallurgical coal. 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/01/09/global-economy-to-edge-up-to-3-1-percent-in-2018-but-future-potential-growth-a-concern
https://press.pwc.com/News-releases/global-economic-growth-in-2018-on-track-to-be-fastest-since-2011---pwc/s/60b3c7e4-c088-4574-995e-132dd74d7dac
http://www.mining.com/goldman-says-mining-supercycle-back/
http://www.mining.com/goldman-says-mining-supercycle-back/
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4.Commodities Are Undervalued  

During the market bull of the last nine years, investors haven’t had to think too hard about where 

to plunk their money: everything has been going up, at least in US equities. Now that volatility 

has gripped the markets, it may be time to think about rebalancing the portfolio. According to 

funds manager Jeffrey Gundlach, now is as good a time as any, historically, to go into 

commodities - after many sold their metals and mining stocks during the bear market. Quotes 

CNBC: 

“We’re right at that level where in the past you would have wanted commodities instead of 

stocks,” said Gundlach, noting that commodity prices stopped falling in 2016 and the global 

economy is “definitely hanging in there.” 

Gundlach believes commodities are cheap relative to stocks - check out this chart which shows 

how undervalued commodities are right now compared to stocks. 

 

And since commodities also act as a hedge against inflation (which could prove to be valuable 

over the coming years) investors should own a basket of different commodities. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/05/jeffrey-gundlach-says-its-a-good-time-to-buy-commodities.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/05/jeffrey-gundlach-says-its-a-good-time-to-buy-commodities.html
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/08-equity-vs-commodities.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/08-equity-vs-commodities.png
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5.Tight supply 

When talking about commodity bull markets, it’s customary to talk about demand, but just as 

important this time around is the supply. More specifically, how tight supply is in some of the 

key commodities markets. I can’t cover everything here, but two really demonstrate how tight 

supply over the next year or so is likely to boost the prices of these two key commodities: lithium 

and gold. 

Lithium 

Tesla’s Nevada Gigafactory will produce more lithium-ion batteries than were produced globally 

in all of 2013. CEO Elon Musk has already announced plans to build four more gigafactories. 

Lithium is the main ingredient in electric vehicle batteries. 

By 2021, Chinese gigafactories will provide 3.5 times more gigawatt-hours of battery cells than 

Tesla’s current Gigafactory. Five new gigafactories will be built in Europe. 

But there’s a problem: There isn’t enough lithium currently being mined to supply all those 

gigafactories. 

In a previous article, I calculated that between sales of electric cars in China, the UK, and 

France, in 2016 there were 32.73 million electric vehicles all requiring lithium-ion battery packs, 

without counting electric buses which are going great guns in China and India. If each vehicle 

uses the same amount of lithium carbonate as Tesla’s Model S, that’s 3.273 billion pounds or 

1.487 million tonnes of new lithium carbonate demand. Where will all the lithium be found? 

Clearly, this is a market that is heading for a supply crunch. 

Tesla recently suggested it doesn’t have enough lithium to supply batteries for its electric 

vehicles, grid storage, and Powerwalls. So the luxury EV maker is looking to Chile and is 

apparently in talks with the country’s biggest producer, SQM, about partnering in a processing 

plant. The irony was probably lost on Tesla that a lithium exploration boom is happening in the 

Clayton Valley in Nevada, not far from its Gigafactory, but that’s another story. 

The price of lithium carbonate nearly tripled to over $20,000 a ton in10 months. Along with 

EVs, the storage market for intermittent wind and solar power is poised to become a major 

demand driver for lithium. Put demand and insecurity of supply together - there is only one 

operating lithium mine in the US, 

Albermarle’s Silver Peak and its grade are falling - and the price of lithium can only go up 

further. 

http://aheadoftheherd.com/Newsletter/2017/Lithium-Supercycle.htm
http://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-wants-more-lithium-invest-in-chile-2018-1
http://www.businessinsider.com/tesla-wants-more-lithium-invest-in-chile-2018-1
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Gold 

I’m sometimes reluctant to talk about gold as a commodity since so much of the gold market is 

driven by investment, but there are some interesting things happening that makes this a very 

good time to consider an investment in gold or gold stocks. 

Simply put, the world is running out of gold, especially the stuff that’s high grade and easy to 

find, and this makes me bullish on the precious metal - irrespective of all the familiar demand 

factors like a safe haven, inflation hedge, and store of value. 

South African gold production has plummeted below 250 tonnes compared to 1,000 tonnes in the 

1970s, and in China, the only country to increase production in recent years, it fell in 2017 by 

9%. 

This has many industry observers talking about “peak gold”. A Thomson Reuters report said 

2016 was the first year since 2008 that gold mine output actually fell - by 22 tonnes or 3%. 

World Gold Council chair Randall Oliphant agreed that the world may already have produced 

the most gold in a year that it ever will. He predicted gold prices to move as high as $1,400 an 

ounce in 2018. “Production is likely to plateau at best, before slowly declining as demand 

rises…” Bloomberg quoted him saying in September. 

As for new gold mines, the bear market of 2012 to 2016 meant most large gold companies 

slashed exploration budgets and small explorers had an extremely tough time raising cash. 

 

http://www.24hgold.com/english/news-gold-silver-peak-gold-global-gold-supply-flat-in-2017-as-china-output-falls-by-9-.aspx?article=12364460982H11690&redirect=false&contributor=Mark+O%27Byrne
http://www.24hgold.com/english/news-gold-silver-peak-gold-global-gold-supply-flat-in-2017-as-china-output-falls-by-9-.aspx?article=12364460982H11690&redirect=false&contributor=Mark+O%27Byrne
http://www.mining.com/global-gold-mining-output-decline/
http://www.mining.com/gold-price-9-straight-years-record-annual-mine-production/
http://www.mining.com/gold-price-9-straight-years-record-annual-mine-production/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-25/we-re-reaching-peak-gold-just-as-political-panic-drives-demand
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/09-major-gold-discoveries.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/09-major-gold-discoveries.png
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The experts agree the industry is seeing a significant slowdown in the number of large deposits 

being discovered. Funds manager Frank Holmes quotes FrancoNevada cofounder Pierre 

Lassonde saying that he doesn’t know how we’ll replace the massive deposits found over the last 

130 years. 

Grades have been declining for a while. 

 

This all bodes well for junior miners, who will become acquisition targets of the majors who 

have slashed operating costs throughout the mining bear market, fired CEOs and sold key assets, 

trying to make up for disastrous deals made at the height of the mining supercycle. 

Those same miners are now looking for good projects to buy, in order to avoid a drop in 

production. Bloomberg quotes Newmont Chief Economist Tom Brady saying that drop will be 

about 1 percent annually in coming years. 

On Wednesday Barrick predicted an eighth straight decline in annual production, equating to 

300,000 fewer ounces in 2018 than previously forecast. Barrick’s forecasted costs are also up. 

“Higher cost guidance for 2018 primarily reflects lower anticipated gold production from Barrick 

Nevada, Pueblo Viejo and Veladero, increased processing of higher-cost inventory, and higher 

costs at Acacia,” the company said in a statement. 

http://www.mining.com/web/world-running-gold-mines-heres-investors-can-play/
http://www.mining.com/web/world-running-gold-mines-heres-investors-can-play/
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/10-median-grade-gold-operations.png
https://www.financialsense.com/sites/default/files/users/u241/2018/0216/10-median-grade-gold-operations.png
http://www.mining.com/web/disastrous-deals-sideline-gold-mining-ma-metal-rises/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-15/barrick-cuts-gold-production-forecast-for-eighth-potential-drop
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Thus with gold production falling everywhere, combined with a lack of large gold deposits that 

could move the market, you have the setup for a continued rise in the gold price - irrespective of 

what happens on the demand side. 

Conclusion 

The commodities complex tends to move in cycles with global expansions and recessions, and 

we have seen a contraction in commodities correspond with the bear market that occurred when 

global growth fell across the board. Over the past few years we have seen commodities suffer for 

another reason - the stock market bull that has investors plowing their money into other sectors 

like banking, tech, and pharmaceuticals. Commodities seemed like a good sector to stay away 

from, with steep declines in metals prices and since 2014, crude oil. 

However, commodities are showing to be hot again, thanks to the factors I’ve outlined: the rise 

of inflation, the slump in the US dollar, the resurgence of global growth, undervalue, and 

tightening supply. 

I’m very excited to be riding another commodities wave as it continues to gather momentum in 

2018, and I’ll be watching closely for investment opportunities. 
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INFLATION Vs DEFLATION DEBATE  (its never going to stop !) 

By BCA 

 

OK Inflation over next 1 year, but longer term it will become high enough to become a problem 

and lead to a bear market in bonds. 

 

1/ Output gaps have shrunk in every major economy 
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2/ The U.S. has now reached full employment. 

Wage growth tends to accelerate once the unemployment rate falls below NAIRU. 
Faster wage growth will give households the wherewithal to spend more. With little spare 
capacity left, this will fuel inflation. 
 
3/ FISCAL PUMP PRIMING 
 
The shift from fiscal austerity to largesse across much of the world is adding to the inflationary 
pressures. 
The Trump tax cuts are starting to look like chump change compared to the massive amount 
of spending coming down the pike. 
 
Meanwhile, Japan is on track to ease fiscal policy this year. 

 

 In Germany, the Grand Coalition deal was only concluded after Chancellor Angela Merkel 
conceded to demands for more spending on everything from education to public investment on 
technology and defense. 
 
4/ Globalization, which historically has been a highly deflationary force, is on the back foot. 
Global trade nearly doubled as a share of GDP from the early 1980s to 2008, but has been 
stagnant ever since . 
 
5/ On the demographic front, the three decade long increase in the global ratio of workers-to 
consumers has finally reversed .  
 
As baby boomers leave the labour force, the amount of GDP they produce will plummet. 
However, their spending on goods and services will continue to rise once health care 
expenditures are included in the tally. The combination of more consumption and less 
production is inflationary. Against a backdrop of slow potential GDP growth, 
policymakers will welcome rising inflation as the only viable tool left to deflate away high debt 
levels. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Global bond yields are on a structural upward trajectory, however the progression will be a 
choppy one.  
 
The rapid rise in bond yields will flatten out, but the 10-year Treasury yield will nevertheless 
finish the year at about 3.25% – around 25 basis points above the forwards. 
 
Yields will continue to rise into next year. 
 
 The resulting tightening in financial conditions will cause the U.S. economy to slow, ultimately 
setting the stage for a recession in late-2019 or 2020. 
 
 
The next downturn will see inflation and bond yields dip again. 
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 However, they will do so from higher levels than today. As in the 1970s, bond yields and 
inflation will trend higher over the coming years, reaching “higher highs” and “higher lows” with 
every passing business cycle (Chart below).  
 
Investors should use any bond rally as an opportunity to reduce duration risk. They should also 
look to scale back exposure to equities later this year. (MM agrees) 
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